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THE FUSION OF PAINTING & PHOTOGRAPHY
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21 CORK STREET, FIRST FLOOR, LONDON W1S 3LZ

TEL: +44 (0) 20 7734 3558  FAX: +44 (0) 20 7494 1377

info@mayorgallery.com   www.mayorgallery.com

OTTO PIENE

4th June - 31st July

OTTO PIENE
FIRE PAINTINGS FROM 1965 - 2009

Otto Piene (B. 1928, Laasphe, Germany) Vermilion, 2009, Oil and fire on canvas, 83 x 106 cm, 32 3/4 x 41 3/4 inches 

4 JUNE - 31 JULY 2014

IVOR ABRAHAMS
BILLY APPLE
BERNARD AUBERTIN
ALBERTO BIASI
GIANNI COLOMBO
WALDEMAR CORDEIRO
CARLOS CRUZ-DÍEZ

HEINZ MACK
ALMIR MAVIGNIER
CHRISTIAN MEGERT
FRANÇOIS MORELLET
HÉLIO OITICICA
OTTO PIENE
MIRA SCHENDEL

JAN SCHOONHOVEN
IVAN SERPA
TURI SIMETI
KLAUS STAUDT
LUIS TOMASELLO
GÜNTHER UECKER
VICTOR VASARELY

DADAMAINO
WILLYS DE CASTRO
LUCIO FONTANA
SYLVIA HEIDER
JAN HENDERIKSE
WALTER LEBLANC
JULIO LEPARC
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KIOKA WILLIAMS,  
IBRAHIM MAHAMA & CRISSA AMUAH Saatchi Gallery

SARAH MOON
Michael Hoppen Gallery

JOSE CARLOS MARTINATSaatchi Gallery

GUSTAV METZGER
Tate Britain

RACHEL WHITEREAD  & PHYLLIDA BARLOWTate Britain

WENDY BEVAN & LEENA SIMILU
Blain Southern 

MEGAN PIPER
Tate Britain

ANDREAS GURSKY  
& FRANK COHEN
Dairy Art Centre

RICHARD WILSON
Tate Britain 

DEXTER DALWOOD
Tate Britain 

TOT TAYLOR
Tate Modern

DELFINA ENTRECANALES  

& AARON CESAR
Art 14, Olympia

MARIA DE MADARIAGA  
& CHRISTINE DE ORNANO
Robilant + Voena

PALOMA FAITH
Simon Lee GalleryROXIE NAFOUSIE

Dairy Art Centre

ARNIE NORDIN & LEA LEMMING
Saatchi Gallery

JULIAN SCHNABEL & DAVID BAILEY
Dairy Art Centre

MARIUS BERCEA
Blain Southern

COSIMA VESEY & CAMILLA AL FAYED

Robilant + Voena 

PEARL LAM
Art 14, Olympia

NATIONAL THEATRE: Photo Noir: The Art of Cornel Lucas at the National Theatre. South Bank, London. u TATE MODERN: Richard Hamilton PV. London. u SIMON LEE GALLERY: George Condo PV. 12 Berkeley Street, London.  

u BLAIN SOUTHERN: Hypernova: Marius Bercea. Hanover Sq, London. 27 March 2014. u ART 14. Olympia Grand Hall, London. u MICHAEL HOPPEN GALLERY: About Colour, Sarah Moon PV. London. u SAATCHI GALLERY: Pangaea, New Art from Africa  

and Latin America. Duke of York’s HQ, King’s Road, London. u TATE BRITAIN: Tate Britain Commission 2014: Phyllida Barlow. Millbank, London. u ROBILANT + VOENA: Reception at Cipriani downtown. Wayne Maser & Glenn O’Brien (Lapo Elkann:  

‘The Italian’). Dover Street, London. u DAIRY ART CENTRE: Frank Cohen and Nicolai Frahm host Julian Schnabel’s Every Angel has a Dark Side, PV in aid of Chickenshed. 7a Wakefield Street, London.
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>> DIARY NOTES

GERMANY CALLING
REGULAR READERS MIGHT 
recollect we were among the first to 
report the discovery of a horde of 
notable paintings found hidden in 
the shabby Munich apartment of the 
late Cornelius Gurlitt, 81. Nothing 
too impressive, it just so happened 
the news from Der Spiegel snuck 

out last year just as we went to press. But what made our 
text unique is that we deliberately eschewed the hysterical 
‘Nazi Hoard’ and ‘Stolen from Holocaust Victims’ coverage 
that virtually every other newspaper and magazine 
screamed out. Along with the mythical values the 1500+ 
odd works were deemed to have – including ‘180 
Masterpieces’; works by Gauguin, Chagall, Picasso; and a 
1903 Monet worth £8 million! – a reclusive old man was 
an easy target for fantasy extrapolation.

Gurlitt’s father, Hildebrand, a man himself with Jewish 
ancestry, was one of four art dealers allegedly ordered by 
the Third Reich to ‘buy and sell’ so called degenerate art. 
Doubtless, while holding this tenuous position of ‘favour’, 
he was in place to buy art from the unfortunate Jewish 
community, desperately liquidating their assets before it 
was too late. Whether he took advantage of this situation is 
open to conjecture, but actual evidence that he was a Hitler 
‘aide’ and looted work from those fleeing Germany, is thin 
on the ground.  At the end of the war, ‘Monuments Men’ 
(the American army’s art detectives) did quiz Hildebrand 
Gurlitt on suspicion of criminal art dealing, but he was 
never charged.

Of course, now the dust is settling, proof of looted, or 
otherwise illegal, 
acquisition is somewhat 
elusive. Even when faced 
with the baying ‘Jewish 
groups’ keen to demand 
restitution, the Austrian 
inspectors looking into 
artwork stolen by the 
Nazi regime have only 
identified 3% of the 
‘hoard’ as being worthy 
of further investigation. 
Only six paintings are so 
far being demanded by 
other people; one, a Matisse, has two competing claims. 
The German authorities have already returned 1,280  
works to Gurlitt’s estate, which has been pledged entirely  
to the Bern Art Museum. Augsburg prosecutor,  
Matthias Nickolai, now says prosecutors have ‘re-
evaluated’ the legal situation but had been ‘absolutely 
convinced’ at the time that the confiscation was legally 
correct. Gurlitt’s lawyers, Bavarian officials, and the 
German federal government appointed an international 
team of experts to sort through the provenance of the 
1,280 artworks seized in 2012. Any found to be stolen will 
be returned to their rightful owners – an agreement which 
bypasses the 30-year statute of limitations in Germany.

GOING, GOING...
The UK is not as overly concerned as Germany that 
artwork should be in its rightful place. More than 33,000 
works of art, archaeological artefacts and other culturally 
important items went to rich foreign buyers in 2013 – 
£1.7bn-worth of Old Master paintings, Greek, Roman 
and Egyptian antiquities, ancient weapons and prehistoric 
archaeological items all disappeared overseas, according 
to Government statistics. Picasso’s Child with a Dove, in 
Britain since 1924 and on loan to the National Gallery, 
was sold at Christie’s for £50m to a Qatari collector.

GREED IS GOOD – AND WHY NOT?
Why would newly rich people get themselves involved in the 
volatile world of taste and fashion that is the art business? 
The answer is hardly rocket science and well known to those 
who sell them pictures. A £75,000 investment in a movie 
might get you a swift visit to the film set, an invite to the 
crew’s wrap party and a final cut CD sent in the post. The 
same £75,000 invested in the West End theatre – an invite to 
the first night party and a chance to wave at the stars behind 
the VIP barrier. Ditto for a punt on the ballet or opera. But 
spend that same £75k in the art world and a Pandora’s Box 
opens up for the clueless investor desperate to run with the 
hounds (‘clueless’ because at the moment even experienced 
dealers have no idea as to what is really going on). That 
£75k gets you ‘private’ pre-private view invitations; lunch 
with the agreeable artist and an intimate studio visit. Glossy 
catalogues delivered by courier arrive on your desk at work 
(envy and admiration all round for the ‘art collector’) – in 
fact, nothing is too good for the ‘man who spent thousands 
on art’. Because the man who spends today is a ‘live one’ 
who will doubtless spend more tomorrow – with a little 
encouragement. But, as with every every fairy tale, there is a 
fly in the ointment.

It was never going to be long before the professional investor, 
more used to trading belly pork futures and making high 
risk, big return speculations, took a look at the art market. 
He liked what he saw, did the math, and now what was once 
the cosy art ‘world’ is the international art ‘market’ populated 
by highly skilled sharks who see artworks as bearer bonds to 
trade, boost or burn. Who today would pay any notice to 
the invective that once descended on Charles Saatchi when 
he loaned 9 out of 12 Schnabel paintings in the 1982 Tate 
exhibition (‘manipulating prices’) or sold off a few  

Sandro Chias (‘ruining a 
career’)? Indeed, such 
exploits would now be 
applauded for bullish 
rationalising of a ‘position’. 
The new breed of 
speculator spots a likely 
candidate for elevation, 
buys in at the IPO (Initial 
Public Offering, stock 
market terminology 
abounds) then ramps up 
the ante by publicising 
their acquisitions to fellow 

investment goons. And you can’t blame them. Those who 
jumped on the Oscar Murillo (28) bandwagon scored well: 
a 2011 canvas Untitled (Drawings off the wall) sold at 
Phillips (NYC) last year for $401,000. The consignor 
acquired it for about $7,000 in 2011 (a profit of 5,600% in 
two years). Big mark-ups are what attract these high-end 
gamblers. Lucio Fontana’s Concetto Spaziale, Attese  
(1965) recently made £2,154,500 at Christie’s, it last sold  
at Sotheby’s London, in 1990, for £242,000 (hammer 
price). The buyer was one of the king’s of the game,  
David Nahmad, who also underbid on Sigmar Polke’s 
Rokoko: it rocketed to £2,546,500 against an estimate of £1-
1.5 million. Along with Nahmad, Jose Mugrabi is another 
old guard hero to the new money art speculators. His family 
are masters of the buy-hold-sell dealing style, preferring 
major Modern and Contemporary artists with established 
reputations. Unlike the new breed, these two have no need 
of the latest darling of the speed investor – artsy.net – which 
has just raised $18.5 million in a second round of funding. 
Some new investors, Rich Barton, the Rockefeller family 
and IDG Capital Partners, join Peter Thiel, Wendi Deng, 
Dasha Zhukova, Larry Gagosian and Sky Dayton in the 
art-for-every-buyer website. An impressive debut.

Mike von Joel   Editor

Lyle Owerko is an award winning Canadian photographer 
based in New York, noted for his celebrated 
documentation of the Samburu tribe of Northern Kenya. 
One of his acclaimed shots of the 9/11 attack on the 
World Trade Center was subsequently used on the cover 
of Time magazine. He has written incisively on the work 
of Peter Beard based both on a personal relationship 
as photographers and a shared passion for Africa. Of PB 
he says simply: ‘His experiences have few equals – his 
images, very few peers.’
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DOG EATS DOG

{ ‘More than 33,000 works of 
art, archaeological artefacts 

and other culturally important 
items went to rich foreign 

buyers in 2013’ }

LYLE OWERKO
Peter Beard,  
Montauk 2006
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RESTATE AN ART 
NEWS 
MONITOR { }‘When Art becomes a Science  

it is no longer an Art,
KEVIN JAMES BREAUX 

QUOTEUNQUOTE

TRUE GRIT
“ ...I know where a story is good – 
and that is in the dangerous area.”
TIM HETHERINGTON War Photographer speaking in 

Moscow 2010 – killed in Tripoli conflict 2011

HEAD CASE
“They get melted down [to a  

block] when they get transported 
and then recast – so they  
get reincarnated whenever  

they are shown.”
MARC QUINN On the five travelling versions of  

SELF – his head cast in his own blood

DOUBLE ENTENDRE
“To prick convention could be a 
term coined for Lucas’ work.”

ANDREA ROSE Commenting on SARAH LUCAS's  
Venice Biennale appointment

A WHITER SHADE OF PALE
“Most of the things Jony did 

historically at design school in 
England were white, and he started 

pushing white at Apple.”
DOUG SATZGER On APPLE Inc’s ace British designer 
JONY IVE convincing STEVE JOBS to go with a shade 

of white called Moon Grey. The rest is history.

6

The Public West Bromwich

PUBLIC INCONVENIENCE
The Public, the £72 million black and pink themed gallery in West 
Bromwich, closed just five years after it opened. Sandwell Council 
has revoked the venue’s annual £1.6 million subsidy – the site will 
be transformed into a sixth form college. The project was more than 
£32 million over budget, it opened three years late, and in the weeks 
after it did open, it was beset by technical problems. Six months 
into construction, architect Will Alsop went into receivership. One 
performance, by the soul singer Aisha, drew an audience of just 17 
people. Money that could have sustained innumerable artists’ initiatives 
all over the UK. Source: Guardian

The Firstsite art gallery

FIRST IN – LAST OUT
The Firstsite art gallery in Colchester, Essex, opened its doors to the 
public in September 2011 with the aim of attracting 150,000 visitors pa. 
An ad hoc survey reported that of 789 people who entered the building 
during the observed period, 54% left again within two minutes. The 
contemporary art gallery was designed by Rafael Viñoly and is  
situated in Colchester’s ‘Cultural Quarter’ near the Minories. Adverse 
media criticism is calling the £28 million gallery the world’s most 
expensive public toilet. Firstsite receives a public subsidy of around £1 
million a year.  Source: Telegraph

Detroit Institute of Arts

MOTOWN CLASSICS
Bankrupt Detroit has hammered out a 
settlement to pay retirees 74% of their 
owed pensions – from a pension fund 
that is short by $3.5 billion. The city has 
been striving to transfer city-owned 
art to a non-profit owner, settling some 
debt and safeguarding the art with some 
$816 million in funds from philanthropic 
groups, the state of Michigan and other 
supporters. But Financial Guaranty, 
backed by other of the city’s creditors, 
wants to get the maximum amount 
on claims and has presented Detroit’s 
bankruptcy judge, Steven Rhodes, 
with potential alternatives. Among the 
possible offers is a 20 year, $2 billion 
loan to Detroit from Art Capital Group, 
the firm that held the photographs of 
Annie Leibovitz as collateral for a loan. 
She had to sell her Greenwich Village 
home to pay it back. Another offer of 
$1.75 billion for the Detroit Institute 
of Arts’ collection came from Catalyst 
Acquisitions and Marc Bell Capital 
Partners. A client of Beijing Poly 
International Auction House is also 
said to have offered ‘up to $1 billion’ for 
all the Chinese art in the DIA collection.
Source: New York Times

IT’S OFFICIAL
Those who thought art dealers 
in the Cork Street/Bond Street 
area were crying wolf at the 
insidious rent increases by 
greedy landlords can eat their 
hats. Old Bond Street W1 
is now officially the most 
expensive retail street in 
Europe – ahead of Paris and 
Zurich. The creeping takeover 
by loss-leader jewellery and 
fashion ‘brands’ is perverting 
the balance of business rents 
as they pay ‘millions’ in key 
money to get a toe hold in 
Old Bond Street, once the 
traditional home of art galleries. 
Rents are in the region of  
£838 per square foot (plus 
business rates).  
Source: Colliers International

FOLIE DE GRANDEUR
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{ }“To draw is to make a shape that 
is a movement in time.”

 

{ }‘One eye sees, the other feels’
PAUL KLEE { }‘Can anything be sadder than 

work left unfinished? 
Yes: work never begun,

CHRISTINA ROSSETTI

7

ERRÓ (Guðmundur Guðmundsson)
Despite living in many different places, notably Paris, you have clearly retained 
an affection for Iceland – you gave a large donation of work in 1989. You are 82 
now, how important is the sense of ‘home’ to you and has a childhood in Iceland 
been a signifier in your attitude to art?

When I was very young, in Iceland, on the farm […] it was a huge 
amount of work. To cut the hay with a tractor one had to advance 
line by line, methodically, drawing a square in a field. There are 
people who are capable of working in this way and others who are 
not. As for me, I was born like that, with this sort of discipline […] 
I am incapable of not trying to do well the things I have to do. My 
greatest problem as a painter is to talk about my work. I am no 
longer interested in a picture once I have finished it. Even when I 
am trying to cast some light on my work I feel as if I am going off 
into pointless explanations. My motivations are not mysterious. 
They are multiple, contradictory, and I often surprise myself.’

PREVIOUS LIFE SENTENCES:  FRANCESCO CLEMENTE, MEL GOODING, ALAN DAVIE, MALCOLM MORLEY

An ERRÓ RETROSPECTIVE is showing at Mayor Gallery, Cork Street, until 30 May.
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AUCTION EARS

Amy Cappellazzo

PASTURES GREENER (OR NOT)
Activist investor Daniel Loeb’s attacks 
on company management continue 
despite the fact that Sotheby’s stock 
recently hit a $52 high. Poster boy 
auctioneer Tobias Meyer exited (they 
were all off: Christopher Burge, 
Christie’s; Simon de Pury, Phillips, 
into upscale private consultancies). The 
dazzling Amy Cappellazzo, 13 years 
at Christie’s, most recently co-head of 
post-war and contemporary art, left after 
the February sales.

MEANWHILE Edward Dolman, former 
executive director for Qatar Museums 
Authority (previously a respected 27 
year veteran of Christie’s) has returned 
to the UK to become chairman and chief 
executive of Phillips, the struggling 
third-place auction company founded 
in 1796 and now owned by the Russian 
Mercury Group.

SOTHEBY’S TRAGEDY
Top auction houses are high stress jobs. 
A Sotheby’s expert who was worried 
about turning 30 hanged herself having 
complained about suffering significant 
stress at work. Sophie Trevelyan 
Thomas, 29, said she struggled with 
a heavy workload after six years in 
the Old Masters department and also 
had suicidal thoughts about no longer 
being in her twenties – she had felt 
insecure after a 2007 burglary at home, 
according to doctors. Trevelyan Thomas 
was found dead at her flat in Battersea, 
South London, last November. Police 
found a suicide note, an inquest at 
Westminster Coroner’s Court heard.
Source: AP

BIG RETURNS STILL  
GRAB ATTENTION
The Mexican financier David Martinez 
was identified as the seller of the 1966 
Francis Bacon Portrait of George Dyer 
Talking. Sold at Christie’s for $70 
million, Martinez bought the Bacon 
privately for $12 million more than five 
years ago. Adam Sender closed his 

hedge fund and looked to liquidate his 
position in art as well. Sotheby’s $70 
million estimate for the 400 works by 
139 artists is pure profit for Sender. 
The late billionaire philanthropist  
Edgar M. Bronfman Sr.’s art 
collection, including paintings by 
Picasso, Monet and Matisse, is 
estimated to realise more than $34 
million by Christie’s. The 230 item 
trove, which also includes decorative 
arts, jewellery and antiquities, will 
be sold in London, Hong Kong and 
New York. Sotheby’s will be selling 
Jeff Koons’ stainless-steel sculpture 
of Popeye made between 2009 and 
2011 – estimated at $25 million – in 
May. Koons will have a major June 
retrospective at the Whitney Museum 
before the museum relocates.

Daniel Loeb

MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE
The billionaire activist investor 
Daniel Loeb is clearly on a mission 
against Sotheby’s. Loeb’s hedge 
fund, Third Point, has appealed to 
shareholders by letter, telling them 
that a ‘dysfunctional corporate 
culture’ has resulted in a company 
that is poorly managed and focused 
only on short-term goals. Citing a 
common metric for investors, Loeb 
said shareholders’ earnings per share 
were 40% lower in 2013 than they 
were in 2007, their last ‘record’ year. 
Allegedly, Sotheby’s shares dipped 
2.4%, to $42.78, after the letter was 
released. Sotheby’s do seem to be 
spooked by the bullish American. In 
January, the auction house announced 
it would pay a $300 million special 
dividend to shareholders, and possibly 
sell its New York headquarters and 
review properties in London. It further 
promised to cut expenses by about 
$22 million this year, or about 10% 
of its 2012 operating income, by 
reducing professional fees, auction 
services, administrative and marketing 
expenses. Loeb recently sued 
Sotheby’s to remove a ‘poison pill’  
put in place to prevent him or any 
other activist investor from buying 
more than 10% of the company’s 
stock. Third Point has a 9.6% stake in 
the auction house. Source: Bloomberg

DISPATCHES : USA

WHO HELPS NEW YORK’S
EMERGING TALENTS?
ZAVIER ELLIS TALKS TO THREE 
MOVERS AND SHAKERS IN NYC

Helen Toomer
Director PULSE

Matthew Higgs
Director WHITE COLUMNS, New York

Heike Strelow
Galerie Heike Strelow at VOLTA

EXCLUSIVE TO  www.state-media.com/state
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RESTATE AN ART 
NEWS 
MONITOR { }‘I am my own experiment.  

I am my own work of art’
MADONNA

HOT & COLD
ARCHITECT POSEURS 

Form over function (just ask  
the window cleaners!) and derivative 

sci-fi fantasies – as long as  
someone else pays! 

‘PRACTICE’ 
As in ‘How have artists dealt with 

questions of citizenship and political 
representation through their practice?’ 
Where did this totally annoying usage 

spring from?

RISE OF THE ‘CURATOR’ 
At one time curators were those 

with acknowledged experience and 
expertise in their specialist subject – 

not a certificate from the RCA and  
pop-up show in an NCP car park.

ACRONYMNS IN ART 
Forget the YBAs. If you are one that 

looks for AbEx and PoMo OPs at 
MAMbo or MoCA NoMi... you can FO.

EMAIL REMINDERS 
Save the Day; Opening Tomorrow; 

Opening Tonight – too much 
information buried amidst too much 

information...

FUSION OF ART & CRAFT 
Objet d’Art and skill based works as an 
antidote to production line factory art. 

The ball is rolling.

MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY
A red-hot trend thanks to Google+ 
technics allowing anyone to easily 

animate a series of stills into motion 
photography. Saatchi Gallery already 

has a global open competition 
established in partnership with Google+ 

(2014 winner: Christina Rinaldi)

FREE ARCHIVE FILMS 
British Pathé, one of the leading 

producers of newsreels and 
documentaries during the 20th century, 
has placed its entire collection of over 

85,000 historical films on YouTube. 
The archive (1896-1976) is a goldmine 
of some of the most important events 
of the last 100 years. Free access at:  
www.youtube.com/user/britishpathe

WUNDERKAMMER 
Hot revival of the ‘knick-knack’ display 
by infusing the Renaissance concept 

of the cabinet of curiosities – ideal for 
your Polly Morgan pieces.

PASTOR DISHED
A Florida ‘pastor’, Kevin Sutherland, 46, was caught attempting to 
sell faked Hirst spin paintings to an undercover police officer in 2013. 
A Manhattan jury found him guilty of second degree attempted grand 
larceny. Sutherland leads the non-denominational, 200-member ‘Mosaic 
Miami Church’. An undercover detective posing as a New York art 
dealer struck a deal with Sutherland to buy the artworks for $185,000. 
Sutherland had told him that there were no issues with authenticity. 
Art forger, Vincent Lopreto, who has already served time for art fraud 
in California, got a lighter sentence in return for his testimony against 
Sutherland. Lopreto used to sell his Hirst fakes on eBay.
Source: New York Post

FRIEZE NEW YORK 2014
Frieze launched specially commissioned artworks at Frieze New York 2014, curated by 
Cecilia Alemani and located in that unique setting of Randall’s Island Park, Manhattan, 
overlooking the East River. The artists who participated this year: Darren Bader, Eduardo 
Basualdo, Eva Kotátková, Marie Lorenz, Koki Tanaka and Naama Tsabar. They 
were invited to conceive site-specific works that took their inspiration from the location 
of Randall’s Island and, in particular, its history as a place dedicated to leisure and 
recreational activities. This May the tribute slot was devoted to Ruppersberg’s 1971 
piece, Al’s Grand Hotel, in the form of a fully functional hotel scheduled to operate for 
the duration of the fair. Frieze New York and associated events occurred 9-12 May 2014, 
sponsored as usual by Deutsche Bank.

Sergey Skaterschikov

END OF AN ERA
Sergey Skaterschikov, Russian owner of 
the Skate Capital Group, is to acquire 
the 112-year-old ARTnews magazine 
from Milton and Judith Esterow. 
They have owned the publication since 
1972. Skate Capital (a private asset 
management company) is also an 
investor in online auction site Paddle8. 
Skaterschikov says that they will be run 
separately. We’ll see. Source: New York Times

Professor Craig Calhoun

POLITBURO RULES
Double digit rises for university 
apparatchiks has sparked fury from staff 
and Government Ministers. Most Vice-
Chancellors have had rises in basic pay of 
5% (highest paid VC, at London School 
of Economics, earns £466,000  pa) 
amidst staff lay-offs, cuts and tuition fee 
increases to £9000. The average Vice-
Chancellor’s pay package – including 
salary, benefits and pension – swelled 
to £254,692, but many pocketed 
significantly more. The salary committee 
which set the pay of Professor Craig 
Calhoun (LSE) is headed by a key figure 
in Goldman Sachs International, 
financiers synonymous with corporate 
greed. A Times Higher Education 
Supplement survey revealed the 
‘shadowy’ university committees which 
set executive pay were in many cases 
headed by business figures rather than 
academics. Source: AP

Armchair Critics enjoy 
more choice
The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum 
in Boston has embraced the Google 
Art Project. The Gardner joins 400 
public art collections on Google Art 
Project, run by the Paris-based Google 
Cultural Institute. Along with gallery 
views showing some 2,500 objects, the 
Gardner is featuring 52 artworks from 
its renowned collections that can be 
zoomed in on for details. The launch of 
the Gardner on Google fell on the day 
of a painful loss of masterpieces by the 
likes of Vermeer, Manet, Degas, and 
Rembrandt, still missing after 24 years.

Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum

STUDENT SCAM
UCAS, the UK post-secondary admissions 
service and the sole means of applying 
to most British tertiary institutions, has 
been caught selling applicants' data to 
marketing departments – who hope to 
sell Microsoft products, mobile phone 
contracts and energy beverages to 
young people. The UCAS Media offshoot 
advertises access to children's data 
with the slogan: ‘We help them reach 
Uni – we help you reach them.’ Another 
UCAS company, UCAS Progress, collects 
data on children aged 13-16. A third 
of UCAS's income comes from selling 
university applicants' data to third 
parties. Almost every student applying 
to a British university from the UK or 
overseas must use the online UCAS 
application gateway, which requires 
them to provide up-to-date identity 
and contact details. And it is all legal – 
apparently. Source: Guardian
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{ }‘You have to be aware that everyone else is thinking far too hard 
about themselves to be thinking about you, whoever you are.  

If you want it, you can have it. Once you know that, you can be free’
DAMIEN HIRST
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SAATCHI GALLERY
Until 31 August 2014

Pangaea: New Art From Africa And Latin America. A fabulous and dynamic 
exhibition of exuberance and honesty (for the most part) in contemporary art. 
Pangaea refers to a supercontinent that existed during the late Palaeozoic and early 
Mesozoic eras, approximately 300 million years ago. 16 artists have fused their own 
cultural imperatives with a modernist world perspective to create works that span the 
political to the humorous – but all with a refreshing authenticity.   

Saatchi Gallery. Duke of York’s HQ, King’s Road, London SW3 4RY

Aboudia Abdoulaye Diarrassouba Enfants dans la rue 2013

ST. PETERSBURG GALLERY
Until 20 September 2014

Russian Revolution in Art, Russian 
Avant-Garde: 1910-1932. A little gem of 
a show featuring more than 60 paintings, 
works on paper, sculptures and craftworks. 
Plus exceptional works of Soviet porcelain, 
executed by Suprematist artists Ilya Chashnik 
and Nikolai Suetin. Key names in Russian 
Modernist and avant-garde history are 
supported by strong published provenances 
and include Kandinsky, Larionov, 
Goncharova, Matyushin and Varvara 
Stepanova.

St. Petersburg Gallery. 5a Cork Street, 
Mayfair, London W1S 3NYAlexander Vesnin  Colour Composition c.1918

DAIRY ART CENTRE
Until 27 July 2014

Every Angel has a Dark Side.  
An absolute coup for Frank Cohen’s huge 
exhibition space as it hosts  
Julian Schnabel’s first major solo exhibition 
of paintings in the UK for nearly 15 years – 
including a number of new works. Though 
now renowned as a filmmaker (The Diving 
Bell and the Butterfly; Basquiat; Before 
Night Falls; Miral) Schnabel still engages 
with art as his primary occupation and is 
still a major force in American painting.

Dairy Art Centre. 7a Wakefield St,  
London WC1N 1PG

Julian Schnabel Untitled (BEZ) 2011

DON’T MISS

Film Director George Lucas

MY KINDA TOWN
Art collector and movie mogul, George Lucas, is looking at Chicago as 
a place to ‘museum’ his vast collection of fine art, including works by 
Maxfield Parrish and Norman Rockwell. Lucas is reported to  
be worth $5 billion. He had wanted a spot on Crissy Field in San 
Francisco, where it would overlook the Golden Gate Bridge. City Hall 
rejected this suggestion. He is married to Chicago investment executive, 
Mellody Hobson. She and Lucas have given $25 million each to local 
causes in Chicago over the past year. Looking good for the Windy City.  
Source: Chicago Tribune

Long Museum West Bund

CHINA’S LARGEST PRIVATE MUSEUM OPENS
Shanghai: VIP guests turned out in March to launch the second branch of the 
Long Museum, founded by über-collectors, Liu Yiqian and Wang Wei. Housing 
a collection of top contemporary and classic works, particularly a scroll of Song 
Dynasty calligraphy (whose authenticity has since been questioned) the branch 
in West Bund complements the original Long Museum in Pudong, which opened 
in December 2012. The 33,000 sq. m building took just over a year to complete, 
and with 16,000 sq. m of exhibition space, it is now the largest private museum in 
China. Located in the Xuhui Riverside development in the Puxi area, which already 
has the Yuz Museum (of Chinese-Indonesian collector Budi Tek) it will soon house 
the Asian headquarters for the US film studio DreamWorks. Source: Art Newspaper

A cleaner at the Sala Murat Gallery in Bari, southern Italy, said to be 'just doing her job', 
thought two artworks, supposed to be part of an exhibition called Mediating Landscape, 
were rubbish. The group show was curated by Flip projects, led by Federico Del Vecchio 
and Ala Roushan. One of the works included pieces of cookies which were scattered on 
the floor ‘as part of an artistic arrangement’. The cleaning company has said insurance 
will pay for the artworks, valued at £8,220. The ‘artist’ went unnamed. Source: AP

HA HA HA SECTION
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M
ONTAUK, OR THE 
END AS locals call it, 
still enjoys the wide-open 
spaces valued by the 
exclusive artists’ colony 
of sorts that sprung up 

there. At one time, it was home to songwriter 
Paul Simon, artist-filmmaker Julian 
Schnabel, Peter Beard and fellow snapper 
Bruce Weber, art critic Ingrid Sischy, Ralph 
Lauren, and media man Adam Lindemann. 
It is very expensive and much sought after 
real estate, but a world to which Peter 
Beard – photographer, adventurer, socialite, 
artist, writer and eccentric – was no stranger. 
His grandparents came from the American 
robber-baron mould. One step-grandparent, 
Pierre Lorillard IV, was a tobacco magnate; 
and great-grandfather Hill was the founder  
of the Great Northern Railroad. James 
Jerome Hill left Beard a trust fund that 
would make him wealthy and a family 
tradition for art appreciation.

Born in 1938 and raised in New York 
City, Beard was an obsessive diary keeper 
from an early age and, at around 12 years 
old, discovered photography. He attended 
Yale University in 1957, first as a pre-med 
student, but quickly moving over to art 
history – his family having had a long 
association with art and philanthropy. Beard’s 
mother first took her son to Africa in the 
1950s. Even today he remembers that he 
expected a ‘back to nature’ experience and 
was disappointed by ‘much too much  
human impact’. (1) 

A magnet for women, he first married model 
Minnie Cushing, and later actress Cheryl 
Tiegs. Today his wife, Nejma, manages the 
archive and exhibition programme. Young 
Beard’s milieu was that of the Rolling 
Stones, Andy Warhol, Lee Radziwill, 
Truman Capote, Andrew Wyeth, Richard 
Lindner, Terry Southern, Bianca Jagger, 
and the painter Francis Bacon. 

The writings of Danish author Karen Blixen 
(pen name: Isak Dinesen) and in particular 
her romanticised autobiography, Out of Africa 
(1937) also impressed Beard greatly. He 
met the author and it was a late friendship 

WORDS MIKE VON JOEL ARTWORKS PETER BEARD PORTRAIT IVORY SERRA

the lone ranger
The scope and artistry of a provocative American photographer/painter is revealed  
in a new deluxe edition from Taschen.

‘…he’s impossible,  
wild, strange,  

obsessed  
and demanding.’ 

ANDY WARHOL
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PETER BEARD

that was to last to the end of Blixen’s life. 
Beard took some moving portraits of the 
author at her home just before her death 
in 1962 aged 77. In the early ‘60s, Peter 
Beard worked in Kenya’s Tsavo National 
Park and subsequently purchased a house 
near Blixen’s old home in the Ngong 
Hills, which he called the Hog Ranch. He 
recorded the annihilation of some 35,000 
elephants and hundreds of black rhinos in 
a series of emotive photographs and diary-

like documents that became The End of the 
Game (1965). It made his reputation and this 
classic book was respectfully repackaged by 
Taschen in 2008.

Now Nejma Beard and Taschen have 
collaborated on a large format, book trade 
version of a magnus opus on Beard’s life, 
diaries and artworks, complete with a rare 
interview (with Steven Aronson) and 
many unseen, private family photographs 

‘He lived in Kenya during  
a time never to be  

repeated. His experiences 
have few equals – his  

images, very few peers.’
LYLE OWERKO

which provide a fascinating backdrop 
to a remarkable career. Beard (known 
affectionately as ‘PB’ to his friends) has 
amassed a huge library of the collaged, 
decorated and annotated diaries for which he 
is celebrated. This 770 page Taschen book, 
Peter Beard, is comparable in size to the 

original diaries and gives a real flavour of the 
complex graphic style that Beard made his 
own – and which now informs his large scale 
fusions of painting and photography, some 
of which incorporate blood and hair and 
many found objects. It also includes personal 
statements by the artist, a bibliography, 
a thorough index to the pictures – and 
previously unpublished images from his 
many adventures at the epicentre of  
America’s pop culture.

No book can accurately reflect the power and 
scale of Beard’s multi-media paintings, but 
Peter Beard gives some access to the detail 
required to fully appreciate the sources he 
draws upon – including archival photographs 
that he culled from material bequeathed to 
him in Karen Blixen’s will. Beard’s painting 
style has influenced many younger artists 
who have appropriated his narrative, graphic 
manner mixed, as it is, with infusions of 
abstract and action painting techniques. 

But Beard remains utterly unique – and the 
auction rooms reflect his new found status.(2) 

In 1977, a first one-man show of Beard’s art 
included photographs, burned diaries and 
personal memorabilia at the International 
Center of Photography, NYC. In 2006, 
after a few years’ absence, he revisited the 
Hog Ranch. This trip – at aged 68 – once 
again stimulated him to create giant hand-
made silver gelatin prints, collaged and 
annotated in typical fashion. These were 
shown by the Michael Hoppen Gallery in 
London. 

Peter Beard is an impressive biographical 
work, and an excellent opportunity to fully 
appreciate the scope of PB’s remarkable 
art and life. Also, it offers a chance to fully 
comprehend the true depth of his concerns 
for the natural history of Africa and its 
precarious future.

NOTES

1. Conversation with Ben Kaplan. 2008

2. Into Africa: Photographs by Peter Beard. Christie’s New York,  
    3 October 2013. 24/28 lots sold (86%) : Total: £799,917.00

After finishing college in California, Ivory Serra moved to NYC 
and worked as an intern/assistant for Annie Leibovitz. He was 
invited to assist PB on the editing process for The End of the 
Game (Taschen 2008).

Top: 
Peter Beard 
Veruschka Rhino Diaries 1964 / 2011
courtesy Peter Beard / Taschen

Left: 
Peter Beard 
Agnes of El Molo Bay, Loyangalani, Lake 
Rudolf 1968 / 2002
courtesy Peter Beard / Taschen

Opposite: 
Ivory Serra 
PB working on Reflections on Natural 
History, Moite Bay, Lake Rudolf 1965 / 2004
courtesy Ivory Serra

PETER BEARD
Nejma Beard, Owen 
Edwards, Steven Aronson
Taschen 770pp Hb
English, German, French
ISBN: 978-3-8365-
3088-0

The End Of The Game:  
The Last Word from Paradise
Peter Beard 
Taschen 288pp HB
ISBN 978-3-8365-0530-7
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TEXT JENNIFER SHARP PORTRAIT DAFYDD JONES

The established gallery trade struggles to avoid being subsumed by  
the concrete and smoked glass emporiums which now dominate the art world. 

But one gallerist has adopted the ethical stance of a traditional dealer  
and redefined it for modern times. The result? A thriving business  

with galleries in London and New York.

A
RT14: THE FAIR IS 
WINDING down and most 
gallerists, wearing signature 
black, look jaded. But things 
are different at Stand F11. 
Rebecca Hossack, a slim, 

striking figure, easily 6ft tall with long 
blonde hair, wears a brightly coloured dress, 
decorated plimsolls on her feet and maintains 
her usual irrepressible manner. The walls are 
crowded with work by different artists and 
Iain Nutting’s scrap metal gorilla sculpture 
jostles for floor space with a serene white 
sofa that’s art not seating. The sheer mixture 
is intriguing, democratic and fun. It sums 
up Hossack’s unique contribution to the 
contemporary art scene – not bad for an 
Aussie girl from Melbourne who arrived here 
in the 1980s with plans to be a lawyer.

While there is a small gallery at 28 Charlotte 
Street, her London headquarters are in 
Conway Street, occupying a severe modern 
building with exhibition space on three well-
lit floors, enlivened by a fire-engine red metal 
spiral staircase. There’s also a roof terrace, 
densely planted with flowering cherry, silver 
birch and scented jasmine, and a long metal 
fire escape engulfed in potted shrubs and 
vigorous tree ferns. 

It’s part of the charm and undeniable 
strength of the gallery that she embraces 
talent as varied as collagist Peter Clark (with 
recurring themes of animals and football) tin-
smith Lucy Casson, and digital print-maker 
Phil Shaw, who creates spoof library shelves 
with witty titles. There are complex textile 
pictures by Karen Nicol, dramatic animal 
heads made from plaster, wire, paint and hair, 
ironically mounted as trophies, by David 
Farrer, and a set of playing cards by Holly 

Frean, illustrated with wry sketches of her 
favourite artists. And, of course, no Rebecca 
Hossack show would be complete without 
the presence of the Aboriginal art that she has 
done so much to promote in the UK. 

The top floor is an eclectic mix of ethnic 
paintings and artefacts, all unique and 
beautiful: a scooped out wooden boat, the 
now-familiar dot paintings and totem figures 
with emblems of snakes and crocodiles. 
One item is not for sale, a painted door by 
Clifford Possum that captures the dreamlike 
transcendence of the very best Aboriginal 
painters. It was a gift from the artist who 
was deeply grateful for Hossack’s work on 
behalf of him and his people. She twice 
took Possum to meet the Queen (his work 
hangs in her private collection) and when 
he was commissioned to design one of the 
BA tailfins (in their ill-advised ecumenical 
moment) she secured first class travel for him 
for life.

This was in the early Nineties when she 
was Australian Cultural Attaché in London, 
meriting a signed photograph from Barry 
Humphries (or rather his alter ego the 
monstrous Sir Les Patterson), with the 
affectionate message: ‘all the best Becky from 
your unworthy predecessor’. It was a role she 

threw herself into with the same gusto that 
pervades her whole life. A quick précis shows 
an astonishingly varied timeline. 

In 1982, the young Hossack left strict, 
bourgeois Melbourne with degrees in law 
and fine art and arrived in London to train 
as a barrister at Middle Temple. That didn’t 
last long. Her overwhelming interest was 
in the art world and she started working as 
an artists’ agent until, more by chance than 

planning, she opened a gallery in Windmill 
Street, then a run-down part of London. 
Her 1988 business plan wouldn’t stand up to 
modern scrutiny.

‘I didn’t have a penny other than what I’d 
earned back home working as a waitress,’ says 
the doctor’s daughter. ‘I had no friends, no 
money, I had nothing, but I was determined. 
I borrowed £20,000 from Barclays and 
the opening show was Hearts of Oak with 

paintings by Paul Moriarty. Then we held 
the first ever exhibition by Simon Costin 
who created scenarios and tiny animals 
dressed in clothes under glass domes. They 
were absolutely wonderful. The £20k didn't 
go far, we spent it on the opening party with 
champagne and gold printed invitations and 
a beautiful book for Simon with hand-tinted 
illustrations. But instead of sliding into 
bankruptcy, the gallery took off. Hossack’s 
approach was a breath of fresh air in the 
traditional art world staffed by snooty upper 
class blokes and girls in pearls who made 
the tea. This new gallery was recruiting a 
new breed of collector. ‘The first sale was to 
Linda, my hairdresser from Vidal Sassoon,’ 
says Hossack. ‘She had short spiky red hair – 
you couldn’t imagine her in Cork Street – but 
she still loves that painting.’

The following 25 years have been spent 
discovering and nurturing talent such as 
Karen Nicol who was teaching textiles at the 
Royal College. ‘She had made chairs for the 
White House and clothes for the couture 
fashion houses like Chanel and Clements 
Ribeiro,’ says Hossack, ‘but I said to her 
“You’re an artist” and she said “No, I just 
embroider cardigans”’. Hossack points to a 
monkey picture made of richly embossed, 
stitched and tattooed suede leather. ‘Karen’s 
work is amazing. We held her first show 
about three years ago and the pictures  
were inspired by a trip we made together to 
the zoo.’

Rebecca Jewell, now artist in residence at 
the British Museum, was studying tribal 
headdresses and doing precise academic 
drawings when Hossack first met her. Jewell 
is now a successful artist etching exquisite 
Audubon-type birds on to feathers. ‘I said 
to her “Push it, push it”,’ says Hossack, ‘and 
now she’s doing so well.’

Hossack’s enthusiasms extend far beyond  
her business. She has been a Camden 
councillor and campaigned for the 
beautification of the borough, running 
marathons to raise money for extensive tree 
planting, and fighting developers to create 
allotments and houses for local people rather 
than rich foreigners. 

Fitzrovin’

‘I had no friends,  
no money,  

I had nothing,  
but I was determined.’

PHIL SHAW  London New York Paris Moscow, 2014.  
Eight Colour Pigment Based Archival Print on Hahnemuhle Paper. 
Each shelf is made up of colour co-ordinated books representing 
stations along a metro line in each city: top shelf is the London 
Underground Victoria Line; the second shelf is the IND Crosstown 
Line that runs through Brooklyn; the third shelf shows the Paris 
Métro Line 1; and the fourth shows the Sokolnicheskaya Line on 
the Moscow Metro.

REBECCA HOSSACK at the Affordable Art Fair 2014
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Along with other residents, she vigorously 
promoted a return to the name Fitzrovia, 
used in the 1940s by local literary notables 
such as Julian MacLaren-Ross, the poet 
Tambimuttu, who coined the term, and 
Dylan Thomas.

She is a director of LAPADA and a tireless 
world traveller, promoting her own artists 
with 18 international fairs a year and a 

terrifying schedule. ‘I’ve had 80 days without 
a break,’ she says, ‘with shows in Singapore, 
Shanghai, Seattle, Vancouver, Toronto…’ 
The list goes on. She has a gallery in New 
York occupying an old Civil War munitions 
store and still manages to go back regularly to 
Australia. Last year she took a three-day bus 
ride from Perth to see the ancient petroglyphs 
on the Burrup Peninsula with the earliest 
carvings of a human face in the red iron-
oxide rocks. 

Hossack is married to the writer Matthew 
Sturgis and they live a short walk from her 
galleries. The five-storey house is painted 
white inside, an ideal setting for her own 
varied and flamboyant art collection, much 
of it ethnic and Aboriginal work. There is a 
vibrant basket woven from salvaged fishing 
nets by Mavis Ngallametta; an Orkney chair, 
home to a pair of felt rodents from Sweden; 
a traditional totem Tree of Knowledge covered 
in bark twine; and a huge framed linocut 
showing the story of Sessere, the man who 
became a bird, by Dennis Nona, a Torres 
Strait islander. There is also antique British 
furniture and eye-catching pieces by the self-
taught potter Anne Stokes, born in 1922 
and still thriving. Hossack has collected her 
work for years and has a huge collection in 
both her home and the gallery. 

Hossack clearly loves technique and craft, 
virtues often overlooked in the modern 
obsession with conceptualism. ‘It’s ridiculous 

DAVID FRAZER  Waiting for Rain, 2013. Woodcut Print

KAREN NICOL  Saffron, 2013, Velvet and Embroidery 

ILONA SZALAY  Dream, 2013. Oil paint and resin on wood board NANYUMA NAPANGATI Untitled
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And so do clients, though Hossack’s approach 
is more personal than the smarmy courtiers 
who have colonised the art world. As well 
as a Silver party to celebrate 25 years in 
London, she gave a small dinner for her 25 
favourite customers. ‘They were all very 
different, lovely country people, friends and 
neighbours, and people in hedge funds. Some 
have been buying from the gallery for years, 
some are very new clients and though none 
of them knew each other, they got on like 
a house on fire,’ says Hossack. ‘One couple 
gave me a lovely silver frame containing 
pictures of all the work they’d bought here 
over the years.’

How does she feel about the huge influx 
of young people into the art world; people 
who traditionally would have been drawn to 
the professions – doctor, architect, soldier, 
lawyer – not unlike her own background? 
‘There are too many artists,’ says Hossack 
firmly. ‘So many people come to ask for 
advice but most times, I tell them to go away, 
be a scientist, be an engineer, do something 
with a bit of intellectual rigour. Being famous 
and successful takes lots of really hard work. 
Because there’s so much coverage in the 
media, they just think it’s fun and easy and 
you sit around eating cakes all day...’

Rebecca Hossack Art Gallery
2A Conway St, London W1T 6BA
28 Charlotte Street, London W1T 2NA 
262 Mott Street, New York, NY 10012, USA

LINKS
www.rebeccahossack.com

REBECCA HOSSACK GALLERY in Mott Street, New York; Charlotte Street and Conway Street, London W1 

REBECCA HOSSACK

how the market often doesn’t value skill,’ she 
says. ‘At Bonhams, I saw the most beautiful 
pietra dura tabletop with an Annunciation 
scene that went for £80k. It was rare and 
unique and completely beautiful. Why 
wouldn’t you buy that instead of just another 
mass-produced spot painting?’ Don’t get her 
started about the current state of the art world. 

‘It’s all wrong, the manipulation of the 
market, it’s nothing to do with loving the 
work. There should be a new word for 
art dealers like me who are not interested 
in money but like working with artists, 
and those people who see art simply 
as a commodity. That should be called 
investment. It’s just for rich people who want 
to park their money somewhere safe. It’s all 
about profit and tax deductions and pumping 
up the market. Most of that work never sees 
the light of day – it’s kept in a bank vault. It’s 
everything the true, original creative spirit is 
not. It’s everything the real joy of art is not. 
D H Lawrence said art comes from here 
[she touches her diaphragm] – it’s a physical 
reaction to the work. But these people are 
parasites on the body of art. They’re horrible, 
they’re fleas.’

As well as trenchant views on her own 
profession, Hossack is refreshingly free from 
the jargon of the art world. When told 
people often find curator essays in exhibition 
catalogues completely opaque, she explodes. 
‘Bullshit, bullshit! I really love language 
but these people don’t know what they’re 
talking about. Everyone is too frightened to 
say anything and silly rich millionaires are 
intimidated by it.’

But to get on in the art world must one 
adopt this parallel language, the Orwellian 
‘art-speak’ that’s the accepted style among 
experts? Hossack responds swiftly. ‘It’s a self-
referential world, hermetically sealed against 
outsiders. They’re just talking to each other, 
they’re an irritant between the viewer and a 
work of art.’ And she adds bitterly, ‘few in the 
art press ever stand up to this nonsense’. 

Certainly Hossack’s own passionate 
enthusiasm for art is all about 
communication and permission. ‘Everyone’s 
a person,’ she says, clearly meaning that 
everyone is entitled to an opinion, whatever 
the bank balance, and prices at her 
galleries have stayed reasonable, despite the 
accelerating madness in the contemporary  
art world.

Hossack gives her all for her artists. Phil 
Shaw, one of her most recently acquired stars, 
was teaching art in a university five years ago 
but in 2013, David Cameron presented his 
thought-provoking print to world leaders 
at the G8 summit. ‘Rebecca changed my 
life completely,’ he says, ‘and now she sells 
my work around the world. She has this 
unflagging energy.’

Perhaps, but at times it can be wearing as 
she explains ruefully. ‘When I get back from 
a trip, even before I’m off the plane, my 
artists are on the phone or texting: “What 
happened? What do you think? When can 
we meet?” I could be lying there bleeding 
to death and they’d all be clustering around 
saying “What do you think of this?” But 
artists have to be like that. They need to  
be nurtured.’

‘I tell them to  

go away, 

be a scientist,  

be an engineer,  

do something  

with a bit of 

intellectual rigour.’
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D
ANIELLE ARNAUD 
HAS NEVER been shy 
of forging her own path. 
Born in the ‘very, very 
small, poor provincial 
town’ of Romans in 

south-eastern France in the 1950s, she 
endured a Catholic upbringing with both a 
capital and lower-case C. ‘The first time I 
went to a museum, I must have been in my 
20s,’ she explains, ‘but I grew up with an 
extraordinary cathedral, which was always 
interesting to me not only to eye up the 
boys – because we were segregated, boys 
on one side, girls on the other – but also 
because it was a very beautiful surroundings.’ 
Having run away a couple of times, Arnaud 
nevertheless began studying philosophy at 
university in Grenoble before absconding 
for a third time to follow her boyfriend to 
Paris. Here, because the philosophy course 
was already full, she enrolled in Spanish 
studies, taking a side course on Goya. She 
now describes this as her ‘first real education 
and insight into the life of an artist.’ Shortly 
thereafter she arrived in England, following 
the same boyfriend, by now her husband. 

It was 1975 and she spoke not a word of 
English. She was also not involved with 
contemporary art: ‘That took a long time to 
come, another good 10 years.’

During this time Arnaud enrolled on a four 
year History of Art course at Birkbeck. ‘That 
was an extraordinary revelation,’ she says, 
‘but you couldn’t study contemporary art 
back then, so I did the Renaissance.’ It was 
only later, whilst living in Brussels with her 
husband at the beginning of the ‘90s, that 
she came across the contemporary art  
scene – largely by chance.

‘In Brussels, I was meeting some artists, 
but I still couldn’t approach them or talk 
to them because, for me, they were these 
extraordinary gods and goddesses. I was 
completely in awe of coming close to or 
talking to any of them. It took me quite a 
long time to be able to have an ordinary 
human relationship with an artist!’

But that she did. So much so, indeed, that 
upon returning to London in 1994, she 
decided she wanted to open a gallery. Having 

looked around Bloomsbury and Windmill 
Street it soon became apparent that the only 
financially viable means of realising her 
dream would be to have everything – home 
and gallery – under one roof. And so Arnaud 
ended up in Kennington, where she remains 
to this day. 

Immediately she began to invite the artists 
she had met in Brussels to ‘come and play 
with the space’, which, in need of much 
renovation, was still in quite a raw state. 
Everything about those early years was quite 
basic, in fact. ‘I opened the gallery without 
any press because I thought, if you do 
something that’s slightly different, journalists 
and critics will come and see what you are 
doing.’ Even now, she does all her own PR 
work, readily admitting that administration 
‘is not a forte of the gallery’.

Thanks to the artists having their own 
networks, Arnaud’s own network began to 
grow. She also undertook, right from the 
start, collaborations with non-commercial 
spaces, working outdoors on larger projects, 
with artist residencies and events. Arnaud 

freely admits that she is in a privileged 
situation, financially secure enough to be 
able to stay focused on what she wants. With 
regards to exhibitions, funding might come 
with the artists and sometimes is directed to 
other venues to which they are touring the 
same show, but never to the Arnaud gallery 
itself. ‘It’s quite difficult if you want to 
remain independent. I mean, I’ve been here 
20 years. Most galleries would have moved, 
expanded, done something different.’ But it 
is this consistency that the artists who work 
with Arnaud seem to value. 

Danielle Arnaud currently represents 17 
artists, some of whom have been with her 
from the outset. She puts together at least 
six exhibitions in the gallery per year but, in 
between, also does events such as symposia 
or small artists’ projects, all of which are very 
focused, with a targeted audience. Outside of 
the gallery, Arnaud also works with Jordan 
Kaplan as part of the art trust Parabola 
and, under this umbrella, curated the Tatton 
Park Biennial for the National Trust from 
2007-2012, and both women were chosen 
as curators for the initial programme of 

TEXT ANNA McNAY PORTRAIT ALICE ARCHER 

ententecordial
The real strength of visual 

art in Britain is defined 
by the independent 
gallery network. Art 

dealers beating the odds, 
defying the economic 

downturn, often occupying 
challenging locations 

and fiercely promoting 
the artists they believe 

in. Each is unique yet all 
share a common desire 
to see emerging talent 

recognised – today a city 
backstreet, tomorrow  

the world stage!
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Iwona Blazwick Whitechapel Art Gallery

Photo: Chris McAndrew

temporary art projects for the Olympic Park.

‘My priority is the art and the artist. I never 
try to impose anything. It’s them first, always. 
I don’t want to use the word “strategy” 
because I don’t work with strategies, but if 
an artist says to me “Next year I want to do 
this, this and this, to sell this, this and this”, 
that’s fine, because the artist has to survive.’ 

Obviously Arnaud does now have plentiful 
contacts in the world of collectors, but the 
commercial side of things remains secondary. 
As for Saatchi... ‘he has never come here – 
but maybe that’s because I didn’t invite him?!’

Having just celebrated the gallery’s 20th 
anniversary in April, Arnaud is firmly rooted 
in her South London location, but with no 

sign up outside, people generally need to 
know where they’re headed: ‘Some people 
get frustrated, angry, lost, but I think that’s 
part of the price. If you’re coming to see 
something which is going to be different, 
your brain has to be in a different mode. 
You have to start observing and not expect 
the obvious. People should leave behind 
preconceived ideas about what a gallery 

should be. Some people find it unsettling 
that they are coming into somebody’s home, 
but most people feel at ease, and they move 
around the gallery and there is nobody 
watching them, no cameras, and they are 
very close to the artworks. The experience is 
very different.’ And it is this which Arnaud 
believes makes her space unique.

At this point, the conversation is interrupted 
by a mini drama as she realises her three 
Chihuahuas – Dora Maar, Frida [Kahlo] and 
Celeste [from Babar] – have been outside too 
long. With much clattering and high pitched 
barking, they come tumbling in to be head 
counted by their concerned ‘mum’. As the 
talk turns to dogs, Arnaud sums up where she 
is headed:

‘I think the main goal is to remain in place 
and carry on. The energy needed and the 
stamina and the battles are sometimes quite 
demanding, so the goal is just to keep all of 
that together and to carry on...’ 

LINKS
www.daniellearnaud.com

‘Danielle has been pivotal in shaping 

my career to date. Through Parabola, 

she facilitated my residency at the 

Natural History Museum in 2007, and, 

through her gallery, she is a source of 

unwavering support (surrounded by 

Chihuahuas!) and integrity that can be 

rare in the art world.’ 
Tessa Farmer, artist

‘Danielle is unusual in the art world for 

being a really nice person. She cares 

about the people she works with, as 

well as liking and helping their work. 

And she’s loyal to the artists who work 

with her, which is also a rarity in the  

art world.’
Suky Best, artist

‘Danielle’s Georgian house gallery 

space makes particular demands 

upon the artists showing there. It is 

not the white cube with walls that 

can be assaulted anew with every 

installation. It is the character of this 

domestic interior that is directing 

things, and Danielle is the interpreter. 

She is supportive of her artists and is a 

gallerist who is really interested in the 

work. Danielle is great for collaboration 

and I have always enjoyed her clarity, 

directness, and hospitality. Anyone 

installing work at Danielle’s will be 

very well fed.’
Polly Gould, artist

OPPOSITE  Installation view Glass Cat 2013. Work by  Helen Maurer. All images courtesy Danielle Arnaud, London.  ABOVE  Annie Whiles Blackheath Donkey. Installation detail from Beggars Belief 2011.  
ABOVE RIGHT  Installation view of Glass Cat 2013. Showing work by Sarah Woodfine (L) and  James Ireland.

DANIELLE ARNAUD
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A
RT14’s USP was its geographical 
breadth (tagline: ‘London’s global art 
fair’), reflecting a much more balanced 
representation between continents 
than at, for example, Frieze. This year it 

was also big with 180 galleries, despite a number 
from the inaugural 120 failing to return. This might 
have resulted in a more cramped environment, but 
not so: more of Olympia’s vast hall was opened 
up, though that did mean that half was under a 
low roof rather than below the expansive Victorian 
structure. That spaciousness enabled ART14 to 

maintain a strength in sculptural work and was a 
boon when the crowds came. The fair was literally 
humming on the Sunday, when not only was it busy 
but performance artist Leah Capaldi had actors 
sprinkled around with instructions to pass on a 
hum. The fair as a whole was wildly uneven, but 
with most of the 25 special projects dotted around 
being sculptural in nature – including work by 
the highest profile artists, Ai Wei Wei and Yinka 
Shonibare MBE – and with gallerists having room 
to show large pieces if they wished, sculpture was 
certainly a draw.

TEXT PAUL CAREY-KENT 

ART14 SHAPED UP

u Zhao Zhao Waterfall, 2013 (ART14 Projects)

ZHAO ZHAO 
Alexander Ochs Galleries, Berlin & Beijing

Zhao Zhao was Ai Wei Wei’s assistant for seven years, 
and like him comes from a family which was exiled to 
the north western desert during the Cultural Revolution. 
At 31, he’s now making a significant impact of his  
own through work as wide-ranging as Ai’s, and has 
himself fallen out with the Chinese authorities. Waterfall 
is a replica of the Chinese Emperor’s throne from the 
Qing-Dynasty (1662-1722): by covering it in dripping red 
wax, Zhao suggests blood and implies a continuity of 
repression between Imperial and Maoist regimes, which 
both adopted the colour.

p Alison Wilding Bedrocked 2013

ALISON WILDING 
Karsten Schubert, London

Alison Wilding, who was shortlisted for the Turner Prize 
as long ago as 1988 (and again in 1992), is known for 
her sensuous appreciation of material qualities which 
this stacked work demonstrates. The ball is balanced 
purely by being part-filled with stabilising sand. It sits on 
an impressive parallelepiped of marbled alabaster, the 
weight of which seems to make less of an impression 
than expected on the car tyre beneath. How so? Because 
it’s actually the solid rubber cast of a tyre, and, as such, 
well suited to the paradoxical role of non-rock rock-
bearing bedrock.

p Morten Viskum The Collector, 2013

MORTEN VISKUM 
Son Espace (Girona, Spain) & Vestfossen (Norway)

Vestfossen resident Morten Viskum had one of the  
more outlandish practices on display. He makes a  
life-sized realist portrait every February, showing himself 
in guises from Christ to bodybuilder to clown to this 
2013 version as a collector, holding in his hand the 700 
page catalogue for his own extensive holdings of art.  
So what are those tasteful near-monochrome exercises 
in subtle graduation behind his statue and its model? 
Just that, except they’re painted as performances, and 
not with the artist’s hand but the severed hand of a dead 
man which Viskum uses as a paintbrush.

t Mohsen Vaziri-Moghaddam Pardis, 2007

MOHSEN VAZIRI-MOGHADDAM 
Meshkati Fine Art, London

Mohsen Vaziri-Moghaddam has 
divided his life between Iran and Italy 
(1955-64 and 1985 to date – he’s a 
very energetic 90). Lionised in Tehran, 
he remains little-known here despite 
a major show at the ICA in 1968 and 
an impressive back catalogue notable 
for its sand paintings and immense 
moveable constructions from the 
1970s. These were best altered with 
the help of a ladder, but this later 
domestically scaled version of  
Pardis (‘Paradise’) – comparable with 
Lygia Clark’s Bichos – was displayed 
in a set-up resembling an animal, 
but could easily have been switched 
around by hand. 
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p Piers Secunda Painting of a Wuhan Mountain (Blitz Damaged), 2013/14

PIERS SECUNDA 
UpDown Gallery, Ramsgate

Back in the ‘80s, the Victoria & Albert Museum’s collection of Chinese sculpture left a  
strong impression on the teenage Piers Secunda. Adopting the way in which traditional 
Chinese painters conjure landscapes out of memory and imagination, he sets a fantastically 
calibrated hanging monastery in dramatic mountains, the back of which is formed by a cast of 
a shrapnel-damaged former wall of the V&A, as bombed in World War II. This optimistic tale of 
fragility’s survival, like most of Secunda’s work, is made out of paint!

p Kai Klahre Listening Tower, 2013

KAI KLAHRE 

Maerz Galerie, Leipzig

When painters diversify into sculptures derived from their painted motifs, the results 
can seem merely illustrative (see, for example, de Chirico or Dalí), but I found 
the still-painterly structure forced onto Kai Klahre’s atmospheric pictures by his 
recent turn to small-scale aluminium, plastic and concrete sculptures focused the 
charge from his faintly mythic figures. They seem adrift between modernity and the 
forests and history of East Germany with which Klahre (born 1981) grew up. Is this 
a teenager ignoring the potential of a listening tower in favour of her own head-
phoned world?

p Santiago Villanueva Untitled # 40, 2010 (series: Soft Therapy)

SANTIAGO VILLANUEVA 
Diana Lowenstein Gallery, Miami

Mallorca-based Santiago Villanueva (born Madrid, 1964) makes gleaming organic 
shapes of Styrofoam, fiberglass and lacquer hang from steel fittings to create an 
attention-grabbing front-of-stand. Energised by seeming to be just at the point 
of glooping to the floor, there’s also a tension between the sleek surface and an 
intestinal echo – are we inside or outside the body? Villanueva says his aim is ‘a 
soft skin of industrial manufacture crystallising the internal organic emotions’.

p He An He Tao Yun, 2013

HE AN 
Tang Contemporary, Beijing

In a striking combination of nostalgia for his roots amidst China’s rapid change and a 
vandalistic attack on the new, He An (born in Wuhan, at 10 million the most populous city in 
Central China, in 1971) commissioned the theft from shop signs of the three neon characters 
making up his father’s name: He Tao Yun. The damage to the still-operative lighting from its 
being hacked away gives the resulting floor sculpture a ramshackle aesthetic at effective odds 
with the futuristic connotations of neon.
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u Mat Chivers Syzygy, 2011

MAT CHIVERS 
Millennium Gallery, St Ives

Devon-based Mat Chivers 
likes to strip the world back 
to elementals and to render 
traditional subjects with the 
most modern techniques. 
This impressive two-part 
sculpture starts with a stacked 
cumulus cloud, rendered 
paradoxically weighty in what 
he told me was the biggest 
piece of alabaster ever found in 
Spain, and rendered through a 
computerised translation into 
thousands of triangles. This was 
then reduced down to the most 
essential 56 faces for the Indian 
black granite version. Syzygy? 
But of course, a poetic term for 
the combination of two metrical 
feet into a single unit...

t Lakin Ogunbanwo Untitled (1), 2013

LAKIN OGUNBANWO 

Rocke & Van Wyk, Johannesburg

True, this is not a sculpture, but young self-taught 
Nigerian Lakin Ogunbanwo achieves a maximally 
sculptural photographic effect through the simple 
devices of olive oil, dramatic lighting and life-sized 
prints of a gleamingly chiselled model. The chin is very 
much the point, packing a punch which chimes with 
Ogunbanwo’s parallel work in fashion photography, as 
did a colour set of black women with the prominent 
contrast of cherry red lipstick.

p Johanna Calle, Perspectivas (05), 2012

JOHANNA CALLE 
Ivo Kamm, Zurich

These very economical works from the Colombian 
Johanna Calle (born 1965) are simply birdcages squashed 
against the wall. Yes, that’s a neat way of supressing the 
modernist grid, but Calle also makes a double reference 
to life in her home country: first, she symbolically 
prevents the imprisonment of at least one bird from 
the indigenous species, many of which are threatened 
– all too often kept as pets despite being endangered 
species. Second, she protests the very cramped housing 
conditions in which the typical Bogotán lives.

Miler Lagos The Rings of Time  2014

ACROSS THE BREADTH of ART14 there 
were some quiet gems to appreciate. 
For example Miler Lagos (41) at 
the Maddox Gallery. One of the 
handful of London’s Italian galleries 
that consistently offer an interesting 
programme of world art, Maddox Gallery 
featured a Miler Lagos work centre 
stage. Based in Bogotá, Lagos has 
gained attention in the UK through his 
playful – yet deadly serious – works 
about the loss of time, time reversed 
and the whole concept of judging events 
by the imaginary measure of ‘time’. The 
tree has become a metaphor for this – 
its rings not only indicating age but also 
revealing environmental incidents which 
occurred during the growth period. 
The tree also represents the fractious 
relationship between human culture and 
the ever diminishing natural resources 
– very apparent in Columbia. A piece 
called Fragments of Time (Fragmentos 
del Tiempo) – facsimile trees made from 
layers of the Columbian newspaper El 
Tiempo melded together and carved into 
cylinders with their ends cut to reveal 
the newsprint fabric – was a highlight 
of the Saatchi Gallery Paper exhibition 
in 2012.  

For the original work at ART14, a first 
collaboration with Mario Palencia 
at Maddox Arts, Lagos utilised 650 
editions of the Times newspaper which 
he then fashioned into a long, single 
tape of newsprint (with the help of 15 
assistants and a studio in Chelsea’s 
World’s End). This was then made into 
a roll. Lagos notes an important factor 
was the idea that: ‘…the finished roll is 
almost the same size as the roll that 
the blank paper comes in for the press. 
So we have a reverse of the process 
where it is printed, cut and folded.’ 
Previously he had made a similar work 
in Pennsylvania, again commenting on 
the balance between art, the media and 
vanishing resources. 

After five years working with newsprint, 
Lagos is moving forward to a more direct 
engagement with nature, travelling 
to Easter Island, Canada, the Arctic, 
making videos about the confrontation 
between culture and nature. ‘I am trying 
to understand what is happening to 
the natural world and draw people’s 
attention to my issues. To make 
sculpture, I have to understand the 
nature of the elements I use. I like to 
incorporate errors in my work because in 
nature there are many imperfections, for 
example, we think trees are round, but 
they are not.’

Maddox Arts, 
52 Brook’s Mews, London W1K 4ED

EDITOR'S CHOICE

Art15
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WIL MURRAY

A small show in Bermondsey Street reveals  
the steady infiltration of Canadian artists  
into the European arena.

TEXT PAUL CAREY-KENT  IMAGES COURTESY VITRINE GALLERY

W
IL MURRAY IS 
A GANGLING, 
swarthy, wild-haired, 
mid-thirties Canadian 
who wryly concedes 

that one thing travelling abroad made clear 
was that ‘the world isn’t waiting for art to 
come out of Canada’. Be that as it may, his 
cleverly constructed paintings and collages 
are making their way pretty well in the world, 
and he’s just had his second London solo 
show with Vitrine. 

Murray grew up in Calgary, an oil city with 
‘the strange taste of new money’, but isolated, 
its million people three hours from the 
nearest significant population. It was, he says, 
‘a boring 9 to 5 world of people going to 
the centre and back to the suburbs’. Murray 
and his teenage mates ‘would spend [their] 
nights doing acid and wandering round the 
completely empty downtown’. Although 
Calgary has a good art school (which Murray 
dropped out of, too keen to spend time in 
the studio) and some good artists, ‘it just 
circulates in its own bubble’. Yet something 
was right, for – though they all moved away 
to success elsewhere – Murray retains an 
international network of home city creatifs.
 
‘No one,’ he says, ‘thought I’d be crazy 
enough to go back’ – but he and his wife 
have been raising chickens just south of 
Calgary for the last 18 months. Murray 
had left Calgary as soon as he could – for 
Vancouver, then Montreal, and then Berlin 
from 2009 to 2012, where he had met his 
future wife on a trip and thus ‘moved for 
love’ – if also with a weather eye on its  
artistic community.  Eventually, a rural 
experiment appealed, but now Murray is 
itching to return to the ‘cultural traffic’ of  
the German capital.

The show at Vitrine covered two years of 
Murray’s work. Its title, Please Boss Remember, 
comes from a [former] flower shop sign for 
Secretary’s Day – a Canadian parallel to 
Mother’s Day. Several other titles referenced 
the workplace, fitting the factory-style aspect 
of the most distinctive features of Murray’s 
work: his hybridisation of painting and 
collage, and his use of repeated brushstrokes 
– either separated from their ground or 
photographed and cut out – as compositional 
material. That led to Murray’s primary 
stream of work from his Berlin years: 3D 

constructions he defines as paintings ‘because 
they’re wall-based’, but which edge some way 
into sculptural territory. 

How come? Murray doesn’t deny the 
inspiration of abstract expressionism as 
filtered through pop, and of Lichtenstein’s 
brushstroke paintings specifically.  Yet 
his method arose from the thought that, 
although it’s inevitable nowadays that 
paintings will be photographed, painters 
never address that. So Murray asked how he 
could move that into his process. The result is 

that you need to look rather carefully to sort 
out the nature of what you see in Murray’s 
constructs: they could be strokes of paint on 
a flat surface; paint which has been applied to 
glass, removed from it and inserted elsewhere; 
photographs of swathes of paint, cut out and 
collaged, sometimes alongside their original; 
or photographs of whole sections of other 
works (or, indeed, of his studio). 
 
That way of manufacturing a painting out 
of bits made earlier allows for several effects. 
The lighting and angle of photographed 

elements contrast with the lighting and 
angle of the viewer conditions, stitching the 
subjectivity of the viewer and differences 
between places into the painting’s narrative. 
When found photographic elements and 
three-dimensionality are also at play, complex 
settings arise for what is, at root, the basic 
painterly gesture. 

Murray’s collage practice came out of his 
time in Berlin without a permanent studio, 
when he couldn’t work on large paintings. 
He took double exposure photographs (some 
of the Berlin transit system were recycled at 
Vitrine) and scoured the city for old picture 
books. That quest has recently led him in 
two new directions. First, comparatively 
simple collages in which two photographs 
are combined, one of them being contained 
in a swatch of paint. ‘What’s amazing,’ says 
Murray, ‘is that the conventions of travel 
and tourist photography books are so strong 
that the compositional elements often wind 
up connecting with each other.’ Second, in 
Murray’s words ‘it was working with old 
flea market books which got me thinking 
about hand-colouring photographs – the 
weird, anachronistic process of printing a 
black and white photo and then putting in 
the colour by guesswork’. That led to Our 
Garrulous Enemies – the title referencing the 
new spin given to the rivalry of painting and 
photography – in which Murray himself 
hand-colours black and white photographs to 
include in the collage. 

That, in turn, links to another recent move: 
having produced a ‘do it yourself ’ Murray 
edition kit – made up of paint strokes which 
can be pressed out and used – he has himself 
re-appropriated that as a starting point for 
alternative versions, including one digitally 
enhanced at a giant scale in Vitrine’s window 
– so large it would probably be physically 
impossible to wield a brush big enough to 
make the brushstroke at its centre. 

Murray, then, combines the lyrical and 
the quizzical across several strands to form 
a practice which collages Canada and 
Germany, painting and photography, object 
and representation to compelling effect.

VITRINE GALLERY  
185 Bermondsey St, London SE1 3UW

LINKS
www.vitrinegallery.co.uk

WIL MURRAY at the Vitrine Gallery

WIL MURRAY  Adieu Vielle Europe 5  2013

WIL MURRAY  Why Are You Looking Up Here The Yoke Is In Your Hand  2013
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Zavier Ellis, The Covenant, 2013, House paint, spray paint, pencil on board, 275x200cm

Type 1 Zealotry
Zavier Ellis

CURATED BY 
EDWARD LUCIE-SMITH

JUN 28 – JUL 25

COCK ‘N’ BULL GALLERY
32 RIVINGTON ST
SHOREDITCH
LONDON 
EC2A 3LX

COCKNBULLGALLERY.COM



‘...a quality of intimacy and isolation that is 
true to inner experience.’
      

L I F E  I N  T H E  A B S T R A C T

Stephen Newton
N E W  P A I N T I N G S

Room with a View of Cliffs  2013
oil on canvas 60 x 55ins

ACQUIRED BY
Madison Museum of Fine Art
Madison, GA
USA

Represented by:
Abbey Walk Gallery 
+44 (0)1472 241 007

Donald Kuspit
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